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 MotoPOD Unveils Unique New Product  

at 2008 Oshkosh Air Show  
 

OSHKOSH, WI U.S.A. — Making its debut at the Annual EAA Air Show in Oshkosh this week, 

MotoPOD pulled in record traffic and created lots of excitement. MotoPOD President David 

Shelton commented, “We’re really pleased with the response we’ve been getting to from both 

motorcycle and airplane enthusiasts.” Shelton went on to explain, “Only 1/3 of airports are located 

near ground transportation services and pilots are often challenged to reach off-airport 

destinations.”  

 

MotoPOD has developed a fun and convenient solution to the ground transportation problem. A 

new patent-pending cargo pod allows pilots to carry a street-legal motorcycle beneath their 

airplane. After landing, it takes only a few minutes to remove the motorcycle, unfold the 

handlebars and ride away. The street-legal motorcycle carries two and reaches 85mph. The 

addition of ground transportation allows pilots to utilize more airports, reach new places and travel 

more easily than ever before.   

 

The composite pods are also a great way to carry golf clubs, bicycles and other bulky cargo. They 

can be attached or removed from an airplane in minutes. When attaching the pod, an integral 

winch system hoists it onto the belly of the airplane where it is secured with pins. 

 

The company has modified a 225cc motorcycle for carriage inside its cargo pods. The 230 lb 

motorcycle is powered by a reliable 4-cycle engine with 6-speeds. The modifications include folding 

handlebars and pegs, carbon fiber body and no-spill plumbing. It takes 3-5 minutes to remove the 

motorcycle and prepare it for riding. No tools, heavy lifting or assistance is required. 

 



 

The first pod flew beneath a Vans RV-10 on 07.20.08. The RV-10 is a 4-place airplane with a 

195mph cruise speed. Test pilot, Steven Flattum, reported a speed loss of 9 knots in cruise flight 

and benign handling.  

 

The company is now taking deposits for RV-10 pods and has plans to pursue STC’d installations for 

the Cirrus SR-22, Cessna C182 and others. The prices for a pod and motorcycle range from 

$8,000 to $10,000.  

 

MotoPOD designs and manufactures a cargo pod that allows pilots to carry a street-legal 

motorcycle beneath an airplane. For more information, call David Shelton at 847.651.4373. 

www.motorcyclepilot.com. 
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